Another Anthony Exclusive -
Inside the curbside rear steel column of the Magnum RailTrac®, a heavy-duty cable carrier delivers both flexibility and protection.

Traveling Toggle Switch – In addition to the main control switch mounted on the curbside column, a second traveling toggle switch moves up and down with the liftgate platform as it’s raised and lowered. Inside the guide channel, wires to this switch and the hose from the closing cylinder are constantly moving and flexing. To ensure these cables remain relaxed and untwisted, we’ve secured them inside a protective Cable Carrier channel made of high impact composite material that will not rust or corrode. This carrier articulates with each raising and lowering of the liftgate platform. It’s attached at each end and mounts in a set of protective steel channels on the liftgate column and runner.

Benefit – The traveling toggle switch allows greater driver convenience, while the carrier assures the moving cables are secure and flexible, no matter what the weather. This innovation is just another step we’ve taken to deliver the best liftgate in the industry.

For more information about this or any other standard feature of our Magnum RailTrac®, contact Anthony Customer service at (815) 842-3383 or fax us your request at (815) 844-3612. Be sure to visit our web site at www.anthonyliftgates.com and check out our on-line parts and service manuals.